
Social Media Analytics for Station & Producer Sites
drilling down to meaningful and insightful metrics 
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Synopsis
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What does being socially engaged with online users mean for TV stations or 
Producer sites? Does having a Facebook, Twitter or YouTube presence imply 
a social connection with users? How does social media impact the core 
proposition of station and producer sites?  

Social Media has become increasingly important as a medium to engage 
and interact with important demographics for TV stations and producers.

This presentation proposes metrics which can be used by station and 
producer sites in gauging the effectiveness of their social media strategies. It 
also provides a clearly defined connection between specific goals and 
associated metrics. 



State of the Union
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A recent study by the NCO (National Center for Media Engagement) on public 
broadcasting stations use of social media came to the following conclusions:

1. Public broadcasting station web sites tend to be more station-centric than user-
centric. Stations tend to use social media tools to distribute or “push” content 
rather than to invite user participation or authentically engage users in a two-
way dialogue online.

2. Most local station Web sites do not use even low-cost tools that facilitate user 
participation, discussion, or networking (such as bulletin boards, forums, 
tagging, or networking tools like Facebook), resulting in a dearth of user-
generated content on local station sites.

3. Stations that use more social media tools appear to also engage more offline in 
their communities and to conduct more outreach activity.

http://mediaengage.org/renewUpgrade/online/NCO_SocialMediaReport.pdf - November 2008 

http://mediaengage.org/renewUpgrade/online/NCO_SocialMediaReport.pdf
http://mediaengage.org/renewUpgrade/online/NCO_SocialMediaReport.pdf


Why Social Media is Relevant for 
Station & Producer Sites Today
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1. More people are turning to social media for their news, moving away from TV 
news. Stations and Producers need to play in the same medium where their local 
fan base can be found. A key metric media companies want to grow is their local 
audience, because local traffic is where the money is.

2. It is where they can find the key demographic they are looking to target: the 25-54 
demo coveted by advertisers.

3. It is a medium to engage with users talking about the hottest topics in local news. 
This can enhance loyalty and interest in station programming.

4. Social Media is a way to 'share' information with viewers, and in the process, make 
them participants in the information flow rather than 'viewers' who receive the 
information.

5. Social Media can be an excellent channel to distribute content. Also, according to a 
recent NYTimes staffer tweet, Twitter drives about 10% of NYTimes digital 
distribution. ( http://twitter.com/davemorgannyc/status/4151715790 - Sept 2009)

http://twitter.com/davemorgannyc/status/4151715790
http://twitter.com/davemorgannyc/status/4151715790


Use Case Scenarios
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1. Seattle TV station, KCPQ/13, recently sponsored a Tweetup at the Waterfront 
Seafood Grill in Seattle Friday night. The meet-and-greet brought together hundreds 
of people who follow "Q13Fox News" and its personalities on Twitter, and who may 
be followed by "Q13Fox News" in return. Lots of Q13 personalities attended, and 
the gathering was a marketer's dream: a richly diverse group by any measure, be it 
age, race, sex or fashion. (Sept 2009)

2.  In April 2009, WCVB in Boston launched its own social networking site called 
ULocal, a forum that allows viewers to comment on recent news, share stories, and 
submit photos. On its first day, which coincided with opening day for the Red Sox, 
300 people e-mailed photos to the station. Producers then featured those photos 
on the station's website and evening newscasts.  ( http://www.boston.com/business/
technology/articles/2009/06/12/facebook_and_twitter_help_boston_stations_reach_new_viewers/?page=2 )

3. Every morning at WBZ-TV (Channel 4), an executive producer dispatches a Twitter 
message, or "tweet," to the station's 1,833 followers about stories that are coming 
up. 

"There is an expectation from the people who watch us that they will be able to comment on the stories that we carry on our 
newscast and on our website."  - Neil Ungerleider, WCVB's director of digital content

http://www.boston.com/business/technology/articles/2009/06/12/facebook_and_twitter_help_boston_stations_reach_new_viewers/?page=2
http://www.boston.com/business/technology/articles/2009/06/12/facebook_and_twitter_help_boston_stations_reach_new_viewers/?page=2
http://www.boston.com/business/technology/articles/2009/06/12/facebook_and_twitter_help_boston_stations_reach_new_viewers/?page=2
http://www.boston.com/business/technology/articles/2009/06/12/facebook_and_twitter_help_boston_stations_reach_new_viewers/?page=2


Use Case Scenarios ..... continued
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4. “ I routinely track down potential interviews by sending out a Tweet. Most recently, we came 
across a number of Toyota car owners who fell under the recent recalls. It would have been 
very difficult to find those people in a short amount of time without this type of technology.

Just today I was feeding and getting information through Twitter on the house explosion in 
Edina that helped our crews navigate around the situation and get better pictures of the 
breaking news.

Also, I used YouTube to find video of a man who is being investigated by a Ponzi scheme 
by the Secret Service. It turns out he had many videos of himself giving sales pitches to 
potential customers. We used the video on the air where otherwise we would have never 
known what the man looked like.

We often use Facebook to get photographs of crime suspects and or victims. And police 
investigators tell me Facebook is one of the first places they check when investigating 
someone involved in a crime. ”

(Chris O’Connell KSTP (ABC) TV News Anchor/Reporter - How Journalists Use Search & Social Media)               
http://www.toprankblog.com/2010/02/journalists-search-social-media/ )

http://www.toprankblog.com/2010/02/journalists-search-social-media/
http://www.toprankblog.com/2010/02/journalists-search-social-media/


Twitter Metrics
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Metric Definition Source

Total Twitter Followers
The number of people that follow your account. Follower count is helpful in 
understanding the potential size of a person's sphere of influence but those 
followers must be engaged for a person to be influential.

Klout.net

Active Followers
(Unique @ Senders via Klout)

The count of your unique followers that have mentioned you with @ messages. 
This is a good indicator of how many of your followers are actively engaged 
with you.

Klout.net

Churn Rate The number of un-follows from the existing follower base. Graphedge.com *

Total Reach
( True Reach via Klout)

The number of followers who read and are impacted by the majority of your 
tweets. Tracks active accounts that follow you where there is network overlap, 
content similarities or some level of interaction.

Klout.net

Total Mentions The count of @ mentions sent to your username. A helpful indicator of how 
much attention and engagement you are receiving from your audience. Klout.net

Inbound Msgs Per 
Outbound Msg

The average number of Inbound @ messages or retweets generated from each 
outbound tweet. The higher the number, the more people are impacted and 
reacting to your content. A low number might be a sign of too many updates or 
broadcasting instead of engaging.

Klout.net

  * Requires Subscription to Paid Service



Facebook Metrics
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Metric Definition Source

Total Fans Total number of fans over time. Facebook Analytics

Churn The Rate at which fans unsubscribed from your Page. Facebook Analytics

PageViews Total number of times a Page was viewed per day 
aggregated over the reporting period. Facebook Analytics

Total Posts The number of items posted to your page. Facebook Analytics

Total Interactions Total number of comments, wall posts, and likes. Facebook Analytics

Interactions per Post Average number of comments, Wall posts, and likes 
generated by each piece of content you post Facebook Analytics



YouTube Metrics
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Metric Definition Source

Total Subscribers Total number of people who are 
subscribed to your Youtube channel. YouTube Insights Page

Churn Rate of unsubscribes from your YouTube 
Channel.

YouTube Insights Report 
(Unsubscribes / Prev Month Total Subscribers )

Total Streams Total number of video viewed in on your 
YouTube channel page. YouTube Insights Report

Total Interactions Total number of comments, favorites and 
ratings submitted by users. YouTube Insights Report

Engagements per View Average number of times viewers rated, 
favorited or commented on videos.

YouTube Insights Report Calculation
(Total Interactions / Total Streams )

  ** See Notes About “YouTube Channel Metrics”



Aligning Goals with Metrics - Pg 1
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Goal Required Metrics Notes

Grow Social Media Community 
& Reach

1. Total Followers ( tw), Fans (fb),  
Subscribers (yt)

2. Churn Rate (tw, fb, yt)

3. Total Impressions (tw), Pageviews (fb),

 How many people are you really 
talking to?  What is the size of your 
audience? 

Grow Conversations & 
Engagement
( Interactions among fans / Host 
Participation )

1. Total Tweets (tw), Total Posts (fb), Total 
Streams (yt)

2. Total Interactions ( fb / yt ), Total 
Mentions (tw)

3. Inbound Msgs Per Outbound Msg (tw) , 
Interactions per Post (fb), Engagements 
per View (yt)

4. Unique @Senders (tw), Active Fans ** 
(fb), Unique Users (yt)

 Activity among and throughout the 
network is one of the 
characteristics that can distinguish 
a successful community from a 
stagnant one. *

Grow Conversations & 
Engagement
( Interactions among fans / Host 
Participation )

1. Total Tweets (tw), Total Posts (fb), Total 
Streams (yt)

2. Total Interactions ( fb / yt ), Total 
Mentions (tw)

3. Inbound Msgs Per Outbound Msg (tw) , 
Interactions per Post (fb), Engagements 
per View (yt)

4. Unique @Senders (tw), Active Fans ** 
(fb), Unique Users (yt)

A measure of an engaged 
community is often the degree to 
which the host is an active, 
engaged participant *

 tw = Twitter,  fb = Facebook,  yt  = YouTube    * Building & Sustaining Brand Communities - Radian6 Community eBook 



Aligning Goals with Metrics - Pg 2
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Goal Required Metrics Notes

Grow Leads and Conversion of 
Social Media Traffic 
( referrals to website )

1. Referrals by Social Media Source 

2. Referrals by Social Media Campaign *

3. Conversions / Conversion Rates by Social 
Media Source *

4. Conversions / Conversion Rates by Social 
Media Campaign *

How much traffic are you getting 
from social media sources or 
your social media campaigns?  

If you have specific site call to 
actions / goals / events, how are 
they converting?

Grow Community Engagement 
with Website Content

1. Average Time on Site by Social Media 
Source

2. Total Comments by Social Media Source *

3. Total Shares by Social Media Source *

What is the quality of social 
media referred traffic to your 
site? Do they stay longer, 
interact more or share content 
more than the average site 
visitor?

 * Metric not on dashboard  - depends on the availability of this functionality on your site



Notes
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Appendix



Notes
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1. Youtube Channel Metrics:  The metrics obtained from the Youtube 
Insights Report covers activity only on your Youtube channel pages.  If a 
video is viewed outside of the channel, it is not captured.  Similarly, the 
Google Analytics tracking of the Youtube channel is limited to channel 
activities only.



Report Views:   Klout
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Report Views : Facebook
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Report Views : YouTube Pg 1
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Report Views : YouTube  Pg 2
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Google Analytics Metrics
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Metric Definition Source
Total Visits by Referral Source Site Visits by Social Media Traffic Source Google Analytics *

Total Visits by Campaign Source Site Visits by Social Media Campaign Source Google Analytics *

Goal Conversion Rate by Referral Source Conversion Rates by Social Media Source Based on Goals 
Set In Google Analytics. Google Analytics *

Goal Conversion Rate by Campaign 
Source

Conversion Rates by Social Media Campaign Source Based 
on Goals Set In Google Analytics. Google Analytics *

Avg. Time on Site by Referral Source Avg. Time on Site by Social Media Source Google Analytics 

Total Comments Submitted by Referral 
Source Total Comments Submitted by Social Media Traffic Source. Google Analytics *

Total Content Share Events by Referral 
Source

Total Share Events by Social Media Traffic Source  -  
(ShareThis, retweets, inbound links), Bookmarks, Votes (Digg, Stumble, 
Likes)   

Google Analytics *

 * Metric not on dashboard  - depends on the availability of this functionality on your site
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